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Abstract. To efficiently support novice programming learners feeling
programming difficult, clarifying the cause of preventing programming
understanding, and developing a new teaching method appropriate for
their understanding degree would be necessary. The objective of this
paper is to develop a learning support system with reading source codes.
This paper also aims to evaluate the effectiveness of the developed system
from the subjective viewpoint of learners. The developed system can
automatically generate a source code of C programming language in
which there is no particular meaning because the source codes as learning
materials are generated randomly. The developed system was utilized
in a programming lecture for novice programming learners. This paper
obtained student responses from a questionnaire, after the students had
completed one semester of the instruction in programming, and analyzed
the data. From the analysis result, it turned out that different evaluation
patterns existed depending on the learner’s basic programming skill.

1 Introduction

With the rapid development of information technology, today’s society has been
requiring a lot of software development engineers. Among software development,
programming has been considered as an essential skill. However, usual program-
ming instructional methods cannot afford to neglect an issue: polarization. The
polarization consists of two group; the one is a group of learners who are readily
acceptable to learn to program, and the other is a group of learners who does not
receive any concept of programming. This problem would be uniformly contin-
ued to be repeated even though the programming education has promoted and
various learning materials of programming have been actively developed. About
this problem, Konecki mentioned that programming education comes with many
reoccurring problems and difficulties that its novice learners experience, and
offered suggestions on these reasons [1]. Our previous study [2,3] also noted
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a similar tendency. An effective instructional method to support a learner not
good at programming has not constructed enough as long as the authors survey.
This reason would be in the point that programming requires various skill such
as logical thinking, language, imagination, ingenuity, and mathematical ability.
On the other hand, we are not still sure what and how much skill is necessary
for programming. Additionally, there is no method to indicate learner’s detail of
the degree of each skill, so a learner is also not sure what kind of skill should
be trained to overcome the difficulty of programming. Therefore, a system and
a method, which can effectively collect data of learning leading to the definition
of understanding degree in each skill field while supporting daily programming
education, would be effective for a learner not good at programming.

The aim of this paper is to develop a source code reading based learning sup-
port system to enrich a programming lecture, which is available for self-study
and mini-examination. The developed system of this paper can automatically
generate a source code of C programming language used as a learning material.
Since the source code is generated randomly, there is no particular meaning in
the source code. The type of question with the source code is to answer the
proper value of a variable after the execution of source code. With the devel-
oped system, a learner would learn the basis of the processing flow, memory
retention, calculation ability, and basic knowledge such as the assignment oper-
ator and the increment/decrement which are the difficult concept for learners not
good at programming. The developed system aims to equip minimum knowledge,
but necessary for programming without describing a source code, and to rebuild
his/her confidence to make a program. The authors expect that the writing skill
of source code would be eventually improved because the psychological resis-
tance will be reduced from his/her confidence for programming. Additionally,
experiencing much source code reading not depending on a particular context
will contribute to writing a readable code [4,5]. The developed system would
be also useful as a method to grasp what and how much a skill is insufficient
for improving programming ability because it can collect each learner’s response
according to the characteristic of a question from daily education.

This paper also aims to evaluate the effectiveness of the developed system
from the subjective viewpoint of learners. The developed system was utilized in
a programming lecture for novice programming learners majoring Informatics
and tried to support the instruction of source code reading. This paper obtained
student responses from a questionnaire, after the students had completed one
semester of the instruction in programming, and analyzed the data. From the
analysis result, it turned out that different evaluation patterns existed depending
on the learner’s programming skill.

2 Developed System

2.1 Source Code Reading

The developed system in this paper is for training the skill of reading source code
of C language. Writing a program is particularly difficult for learners being not
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Fig. 1. A screenshot of the developed system

good at programming, so this system tries to reduce the psychological resistance
to programming.

The system can automatically generate source codes as a learning mater-
ial and give a question that requires students to answer the proper value of a
variable after the execution of a source code. The source code is randomly gen-
erated, i.e., it consists of the series of meaningless procedure, so it does not have
a meaning to process. This paper considers that a source code without a cer-
tain meaning would be effective to equip the basic knowledge of programming
language specification. The total lines of the generated source are several dozen.
Such source code is not common because a source code with several dozen lines
is too short to process a certain meaning work, but this paper considers that
reading source code described in a short sentence is important to get used to a
large-scale practical program as a first step. In addition to these, recently since
many software development sites have actively adopted programmer-centered
software development approach with utilizing open source software, the need for
reading technique of source code not depending on comment is now becoming
greater and greater. Additionally, most of the time to program is said to be
reading [4]. These backgrounds mentioned above are the main reasons that the
authors focused on the source code reading blended programming education.

2.2 Specification of Implementation

The developed system is a web application. All functions of the developed system
are available through the Internet as long as a client device equips a web browser
available the standard of HTML5. The developed system runs on an operating
system with Linux kernel 3.16, and uses the following software: Apache 2.4.7, a
web server program, to provide web service, PHP 5.5.9, a server-side scripting
language, to implement the function, jQuery 1.7.2, a cross-platform JavaScript
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library, to perform dynamic UI, and MySQL 5.6.16, a database server program,
to manage all system data.

Figure 1 shows an example of a screenshot of the developed system, and
the source code shown in Fig. 1 is a question for a learner. The question type
requires a learner to answer the value of a variable after the execution of a
presented source code, and the variable is randomly chosen. Some question styles
are available in the developed system, such as a free descriptive question, and a
multiple choice question. The details are as follows.

Free Descriptive Question. This type of question is addressed in this paper.
All learners should put an integer number into a specified textbox by using a
keyboard. The developed system picks up a variable randomly from a presented
source code, and the variable is used as a question. There is another type of free
descriptive question which requires answering all variable values in a presented
source code, but this capability is not mentioned in this paper.

Multiple Choice Question. This type of question requires a learner to select
an option whose all variable values after execution are proper. All variable values
in an option are different each time except the correct option because they are
randomly generated.

Alignment Question. This type of question is multiple choice, and the question
requires a learner to select an option with the proper order of statements. The
distracter’s order of statements is randomly generated. As all variable values
after execution are shown, each learner can think the order of statement by
using the values. The difficulty level of this question is not influenced much by
the combination of the distracters, and this point is different from the above two
types of question.

Statement Supplement Question. A source code lacking a statement, and
all variable values of this source code after execution are given to a question.
This type of question is multiple choice, and the question requires a learner to
select an option with a proper statement for the lacked place. The lacked place
is randomly given, and the distracters are also randomly generated.

As shown above, this paper addresses only the trial result of free descriptive
question. All source codes used as questions consist of only sequential process-
ing, do not include branch and repetition to give learners a firm foundation
in programming. Besides, all source codes consist of only integer variables. In
the developed system, a question and its difficulty level differ for each learner
even though the source code is same. Therefore, a sufficient number of questions
statistically guaranteed should provide when executing a test.

2.3 Automatic Generation of a Question

The developed system has the capability to generate a source code automatically
as a question. As the statements of a source code are randomly ordered, there is
no meaning in the source. The administrator of this system can give following
the conditions to obtain a source code by the configuration form:
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Table 1. Conditions to generate a source code

Term S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S7 S11 S12 S13

1 3 4 3 0.3 +,-, *

2 3 4 2 0.3 +,- *

3 3 4 3 0.3 +,-,*,/,% +,- *

4 3 4 3 0.4 +,-,*,/,% +,- *

5 3 4 2 0.4 +,-,*,/,% +,-,*,/,% * *

6 3 4 2 0.6 +,-,*,/,% +,-,*,/,% * *

– S1: The number of variables: 1–9 variables are available, where variable names
are alphabetical sequence, i.e., a, b, c, ...,i or array a[0], a[1], ..., a[9].

– S2: The number of statements: 1–10 statements are available, where a closing
curly bracket does not include the number.

– S3: The maximum number of variables calculated: 1–10 variables are available.
– S4: Appearance ratio of variables in a calculation: 0–100% is available.
– S5: Use/disuse of operators: use/disuse of addition, subtraction, multiplica-

tion, division, and remainder operators are selectable. A source code consists
of only simple assignment statement when all operators are disused.

– S6: Use/disuse of the selection (if) and the repetition (for, while) statement.
– S7: Use/disuse of compound assignment operators: use/disuse of addition,

subtraction, multiplication, division, and remainder operators are selectable.
– S8: Constraints for conditional expression: 4 settings are available for condi-

tional expression of “if” or “while”: only numerical values (both right and
left sides), variables and numerical values (Appearance ratio of variables is
stochastically determined), variables and numerical values with a constraint
(a variable is certainly in the left side), only variables (both right and left
sides).

– S9: Complex condition: use/disuse of complex condition, and the number of
conditions (1–9).

– S10: Nest: use/disuse of nest, the number of nests (1–9), and the appearance
ratio of nest (0–100%).

– S11: Use/disuse of increment/decrement.
– S12: Use/disuse of initialization.
– S13: Appearance ratio of a redundant statement (0–100%): e.g. “a = 1; a = 2;”.

3 Experiment and Result

This paper tried to support a programming lecture by using the developed sys-
tem. The lecture is for freshman students majoring in Informatics, most of them
are a beginner of programming, and used C language. This programming lecture
continued one semester, and it consisted of 15 lectures. The developed system
was utilized with examination style in 6 lectures among the 15 lectures. The
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Fig. 2. Examples of a question in each term

author provided 15 questions for each test, and each testing time is 10 min. The
amount of knowledge in each test was related to the contents of the lecture
according to the progress of this lecture. Concretely, in the early stage of this
lecture, a test includes only simple calculation with addition and subtraction,
on the other hand, in the closing stage, svarious operators and techniques are
given to generate a source code in the late stage. The detail of the settings to
generate a source code is shown as Table 1, and examples of a question in each
test are shown in Fig. 2. In this paper, as the source codes only including simple
assignment operators were given for students, the settings for generation code
S6, S8, S9, S10 are not mentioned. After each test, questions included in a test
are available to practice as much as a learner wants.

This paper obtained 108 student responses from the questionnaire, after the
students had completed one semester of the instruction in programming, and
analyzed the data. The objective of the analysis to check the effectiveness of
reading source code, so each question does not ask students for the effectiveness of
the developed system itself. Namely, as the developed system is only to facilitate
the automation of scoring a test, what this paper wants to do is to clarify the
degree of contribution of reading source code for programming learning, and the
content of source codes generated by a method in this paper. This paper gave 15
questions asking how much reading source code contributed to the programming
learning and obtained student responses with 6 grade Likert scale. Questions
given to a student are as follows.
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Fig. 3. Evaluation result of all students

– Q1: The degree of contribution for understanding the fundamental concept of
programming.

– Q2: The degree of contribution for understanding the mechanism of assign-
ment operator and the sequence of operation in the assignment operator.

– Q3: The degree of contribution for understanding/giving attention to the
advanced knowledge such as compound assignment operator and increment/
decrement.

– Q4: The degree of contribution to getting used to programming.
– Q5: The degree of contribution to reading another man’s program and for

fixing a bug.
– Q6: The degree of contribution to getting used to a calculation with a remain-

der operator.
– Q7: Will you be able to read the remainder operator “%” properly if you

continue to train reading source code?
– Q8: Will you be able to read the increment/decrement “++, - -” properly if

you continue to train reading source code?
– Q9: Will you be able to read the compound assignment operators “+=, -=”

properly if you continue to train reading source code?
– Q10: Will you be able to read the compound assignment operators “*=, /=,

%=” properly if you continue to train reading source code?
– Q11: Will you be able to deal with the difference in the sequence of operation

depending on compilers?
– Q12: The degree of contribution of reading randomly and automatically gen-

erated source code for acquiring knowledge of programming.

Questions Q1–6 are to reveal the contribution of reading source code for
programming learning, Q7–10 are to reveal the expectation of reading source
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Fig. 4. Gap between top and bottom 50 %

code for improving programming skill, and Q11 and Q12 are to reveal the quality
of source code.

From the normality testing with skewness and kurtosis for each item, ques-
tions except Q1 indicated normality (p < 0.05). Therefore, this paper assumed
each learner’s response as interval scale and applied parametric testing method.
Additionally, from the Bartlett’s and Levene’s tests, the null hypothesis of equal
variances was rejected (p < 0.01), and the result suggested that the result of each
item’s response includes its own feature. The summary of evaluation results is
shown in Fig. 3, where * indicates a significant difference p < 0.05, and ** indi-
cates p < 0.01 respectively. From the high evaluation results of Q7 and Q9, the
reading source code blended programming learning would be strongly expected
for improving the reading of remainder operator and compound assignment oper-
ators +=, -=. On the other hand, the results of Q3, Q4, Q5, Q11, and Q12
were relatively low, and especially the evaluation result of Q5 was worst. From
these findings, most students would feel that reading the automatically generated
source codes contributed to acquiring the fundamental programming knowledge,
but the effectivenesses for getting used to programming, reading another man’s
program and fixing a bug were less. As these reasons, the source codes in this
experiment were strikingly different from a practical source code and were not
the contents for fixing a bug. Based on the assumption, the evaluation for fixing
a bug will improve if a source code with a bug is used as a question. Similarly,
the evaluation of Q4 will improve if a practical source code is used as a question.
The results of Q3, Q11, and Q12 are considered to be strongly related, i.e., the
factor in Q12 affected the result to Q3 and Q11. Reading randomly generated
source codes forced to touch a confusing thing about programming. Concretely,
the factor in Q12 would give a strong impact to the evaluation of Q11 because the
execution result of a complex statement including both a compound assignment
operator and a increment/decrement differs according to compiler. For example,
the execution result of the source code (f) shown in Fig. 2 depends on the kind
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Table 2. Comparison of each item’s average value between top and bottom and its
significant difference

Students Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11 Q12

Top 3.593 3.833 3.556 3.556 3.389 3.852 4.537 3.944 4.370 4.056 3.778 3.333

Bottom 3.333 3.407 3.278 3.222 2.981 3.444 3.556 3.556 3.278 3.278 3.074 3.333

Sig. Dif * ** ** ** **

of compiler, and also its version. This point would be an extremely troublesome
mechanism for students not good at programming. Similarly, the consideration
that Q12 would give a high impact to Q3 was based on the assumption that
source codes including extremely complex statements as shown in Fig. 2 would
cultivate a sense of fear for programming.

All students in this experiment have taken a course in the algorithm at last
semester. In this course, students learned a fundamental concept of algorithms,
such as sequence, selection, and repetition, which are also the essential knowl-
edge to the program. It is reasonable to assume that the score of the algorithm
course would be strongly related to the programming skill because the correla-
tion of score between algorithm and programming was high in the previous data.
Based on this reason, students were divided into 2 groups based on the score of
the algorithm, the top 50 % of 54 students, and the bottom 50 % of 54 students.
Two-way ANOVA analyzed the difference of the averages of all items for each
group. As shown in Fig. 4, there was a significant difference p < 0.01 between
2 groups. Since the evaluation result of the bottom 50 % students, whose basic
skill of programming are not probably enough, was lower than the top 50 % one,
the result would suggest that reading the source codes generated by the method
in this paper failed to contribute fully to reduce a resistance for programming.
However only in this result, we cannot say for sure that a student whose program-
ming skill is insufficient is certainly a student feeling not good at programming.
Therefore, shortly we will obtain a subjective evaluation of the developed system
from the interview of a student not good at programming. This paper examines
the reason of the tendency in Fig. 4 as follows. A student with enough program-
ming skill can realize one’s sufficient/insufficient points in programming from the
scoring result of reading source codes because he/she had enough skill to make a
self-assessment. The developed system gave an opportunity to reflect, so he/she
would give the learning of reading source codes a good evaluation. On the other
hand, a student whose fundamental programming skill is not enough cannot do
them. Therefore, positive correlation between the basic programming skill and
the evaluation result of reading source code is considered to be quite natural.
Based on this consideration, to make the developed system more acceptable to
every student, we ought to give feedback with an easy-to-understand comment
just after the scoring to support one’s reflection about reading.

Table 2 shows each item’s averages of the top and the bottom 50 % students
with significant differences. The result of the top and the bottom was same in
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Q12, and it is the noted point because the whole trend is that the top’s evalu-
ation was over the bottom’s evaluation, but Q12 was its exception. The results
must be either the high expectation from the bottom or the low expectation
from the top about reading the source codes generated by the method in this
paper. Considering a balance between Q12 and the other questions, the former
assumption is natural. Due to this reason, the significant differences would be
generated by the high evaluation of the top 50 % students. So, we might be pos-
sible to devise a way to improve the satisfaction of the bottom because there is
enough possibility to improve the evaluation of the questions with a significant
difference. Namely, this paper considers that we can reduce the gap to the level
with no significant difference, and a method to reduce the gap is to give feedback
mentioned above.

4 Related Works

Previous studies on programming are roughly classified into three objectives
[6,7]: analysis of student’s learning history data and discovery of student’s char-
acteristic, proposal of a programming teaching method, and development of ICT-
based learning support system. So far, researches on programming education
have often focused on writing source code, but some of them have addressed
reading source code [8]. Reading source code has also been considered to be
an important ability for obtaining a deeper understanding of programming, but
good reading strategies have not been known so much.

Earlier programming education studies on reading source code provide a lot
of valuable knowledge about a characteristic of programming learners, teaching
method, and programming learning support system. Firstly, this paper shows the
remarkable efforts of software development. A framework on reading source code
was proposed [9] where the process of reading code consists of two steps: reading
comprehension and meaning deduction. Reading comprehension was defined as
the inverse of coding, and meaning deduction was also defined as the inverse of
algorithm design. Arai et al. developed a learning support system for program-
ming beginners that facilitates the process of learning by reading source code,
and confirmed that the system was effective [10]. Arai’s work trained the skill to
convert source code into an equivallent abstract processing flow, and the skill was
positioned as the reading comprehension. There is also an interesting learning
support system for code reading [11,12]. They assumed that learners will under-
stand programs and algorithms by recalling an image consisting of three fields:
the program code, objects processed by the program, and a sequence of concrete
operations for the objects. Their proposed system visualized the three fields and
their relationships to support understanding the relationships and correspon-
dence among their components. Additionally, they discussed how code reading
using their proposed system allows learners to cultivate a superior understanding
of programming. Tang developed a distributed, social code review tool designed
for the specific constraints and goals of a programming course named “Caesar”
[13]. Caesar is capable of scaling to a large and diverse reviewer population,
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provides automated tools for increasing reviewer efficiency, and implements a
social web interface for reviewing that encourages discussion and participation.

Busjahn et al. took a further look into the role of reading source code in
programming learning from the result of interviews with programming instruc-
tors using the miracle question, on the role of code reading and comprehension
[14]. They claimed that a possible means to foster programming learning is to
teach reading directly, including reading strategies, and besides, reading should
probably be made more explicit as learning goal in itself.

Lopez analyzed student responses to an examination, after the students had
completed one semester of instruction in programming [15]. He showed that the
performance of students on code tracing tasks correlated with their performance
on code writing tasks, and a correlation was also found between performance on
“explain in plain English” tasks and code writing.

5 Conclusion

This paper developed a learning support system for reading a source code and
showed the detail of the developed system. This paper implemented a function
of automatic C source code generation for a learning material. This paper also
aimed to evaluate the effectiveness of the developed system from the subjec-
tive viewpoint of learners and tried to support a programming course by using
the developed system. Mini-tests were given several times in the programming
lecture by using the function of automatic generation of C source codes. This
paper obtained 108 student responses from the questionnaire, after the stu-
dents had completed one semester of the instruction, and analyzed the data.
From the analysis result, firstly it turned out that most students would feel that
reading the automatically generated source codes contributed to acquiring the
fundamental programming knowledge, but the effectivenesses for getting used
to programming, reading another man’s program, and fixing a bug were less.
From the evaluation result, we can understand that reading randomly gener-
ated source codes forced to touch a confusing thing about programming, and it
would cultivate a sense of fear for programming. Secondly, students were divided
into 2 groups based on the basic programming skill, and Two-way ANOVA ana-
lyzed these differences. The analysis result showed that reading the source codes
generated by the method in this paper failed to contribute fully to reduce a resis-
tance for programming. Based on this result, it was found that we ought to give
feedback with an easy-to-understand comment just after the scoring to support
one’s reflection about reading to improve the student’s satisfaction not good at
programming. But, we confirmed that it might be possible to devise a way to
improve the satisfaction of the bottom group of students because there would
be enough possibility to improve the evaluation from the data of responses.
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